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VISION
To provide a dynamic learning environment in the field of Civil Engineering with global
perspectives to make them technically competent for innovation and entrepreneurship.

MISSION
1. To develop well equipped laboratories and infrastructure for conducive learning.
2. To promote real time education, research culture and consultancy work for industrial and
societal needs.
3. To enhance professional engineering and entrepreneurship skills.
4. Inculcate the value system in students for providing socially responsible and eco-friendly
solutions in the field of construction industry and infrastructure.

A HEARTFELT NOTE PENNED BY DR. KETAN TIMANI
D

ear Students,

The department extends its heartfelt greetings...! I hope everyone is
doing well and navigating these unprecedented times. The COVID-19
pandemic has disrupted people's lives all over the world. We must remain
optimistic and hold out hope that we will soon find a way out of this
difficult situation.
Department is working to keep everything in the schedule as planned.
Dedicate appropriate time to learning. Attend as much as possible, the
regular classes offered by each faculty. Submit all assignments in
accordance with provided timeline. Communicate tentative absences
when possible. You are free to contact any faculty for academic help. You
are welocome to send you quaries and problemts.

Dr. Ketan Timani
Associate Professor

Our Prime Minister has also advised students to value free time because life would be like a robot
without it. Use your free time to participate in activities that will highlight your individuality.
Maintain a healthy immune system. Do YOGA every day because it is a journey of the self, through
the self, and back to the self. To defeat the Corona virus, follow the safety guidelines and
sanitization protocols. Stay tuned, stay healthy, and stay strong.
All the best! Stay safe. God bless us all!
With all good wishes.
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FACULTY ACTIVITIES

Always improving and enhancing skills!
Dr Ketan L. Timani, Prof Mukesh V Chauhan and Dr Bhavin G Buddhdev participated in
Faculty Development Training Programme “Novel Advances in Ingredients of Sustainable
Construction Materials” from June 1, 2021, to June 5, 2021, organised by LDCE, Ahmedabad.
Dr Ketan L Timani, Prof Mukesh V Chauhan and Dr Bhavin G Buddhdev participated in
Faculty Development Training Program “Recent Trends in Environmental Geotechnics for
Sustainable Development” from March 22, 2021, to March 26, 2021, organised by LDCE,
Ahmedabad.
Prof Bhagyesh C Contractor and Prof Pooja B Mistry participated in a one-week online
STTP “Wastewater Treatment Efficiency and Management” from April 26, 2021, to April 30,
2021, organised by VGEC, Chandkheda.
Prof Yamini J Patel participated in MOOC Training Program “Development and Application
of Special Concrete” from January 18, 2021, to March 12, 2021, organised by NPTEL.
Prof G D Jagad and Prof A N Dave participated in a one-week online STTP “Application of
Optimization and Computing Techniques in Engineering” from January 18, 2021, to January
22, 2021 organised by LDCE, Ahmedabad.

FACULTY ACHIEVEMENT
PhD of Mr Shaikh Mohdzuned completed from Gujarat Technological University (GTU)
under the supervision of Dr Pradeep P Lodha during January 2021.
Dr Bhavin G Buddhdev got appointed as a member of the Board of Studies at Atmiya
University from June, 2021 to May, 2024.

RESOURCE PERSONS

Dr Ketan L Timani delivered an expert lecture on Soil Mechanics – Principles and Practice
on April 21, 2021 at the Government Polytechnic for Girls in Ahmedabad.

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION

Dr Pradeep P Lodha presented a technical paper on :
“Linear Trend Analysis of Meteorological Data at Western India” in the International
Conference ERICE – 2021 at Indus University, GEC Surat on May 15, 2021.
“A State-of-the-art review of Soil and Water Assessment Tool's Pollutant Load and
Routing Components” in the International Conference ERICE – 2021 at Indus University,
GEC Surat on May 15, 2021.
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The Research paper of Dr Pradeep P Lodha on the “Automatic Calibration of Swat
Hydrological Model” got published in the International Journal of Hydrology, Science and
Technology
The Research paper of Dr Ketan L Timani on “Prediction of Concrete mix proportion data
for required Strength and Workability using existing laboratory data” got published in the
International Research Journal of Engineering and Technology-e ISSN:2395-0056, P ISSN:
2395-0072.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Shubham Bhaskar (Semester 8) got selected as a student mentor at BYJU’S The Learning
App, (Education Company).
Shubham Bhaskar (Semester 8) received the second prize in the SSIP event at BVM,
Vallabh Vidhyanagar for the SSIP project titled "Construction of water tank with plastic
bottles" on March 19, 2021.
Jainam Sanghavi, Vaibhav Patel
and Abhi Shah (Semester 8) had
received the second runner up prize
for the presentation on “Speciality
Concrete-Self Compacting Concrete”
in the UltraTech sparkling star event
under the guidance of Prof Bhavin
Buddhdev.
Abhi Shah, Jainam Sanghavi, Kamal Soni, Dharmendra Prajapati, Vaibhav Patel,
Harshvardhan Solanki, Pragnesh Bheda and Raj Patel from Semester 8 were qualified for
GATE 2021 examination.

INTERNSHIP DETAILS
Practical knowledge is the key!

Kishan Mange and Chirag Parmar from Semester 7 did internship on the topic
“Maintenance and Construction of Civil Structures” at Adani group.
Rushit Shah from Semester 7 did internship on the topic “CLC Segment Construction” at
Tata Projects Limited.
Laxmikant Upadhyay from Semester 7 did internship on the topic “RMC plant” JK Laxmi
cement Limited.
Jayvirsinh Vaghela from Semester 7 did internship on the topic “Dholera Smart city
Project” at L&T.
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MAKING US PROUD
Akshat Tabiyar
1st position in
Semester 1
9.43 SPI
Dikshansh Singh
1st position in
Semester 3
9.43 SPI

Daksh Patel
1st position in
Semester 5
9.26 SPI
Saloni Modi
1st position in
Semester 7
10 SPI

ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT
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Making the Department

Proud

Hetal Parmar (2019 pass out, Rank 34) is selected as an Executive Engineer,
Class-I in Roads & Building (R&B) Department, Government of Gujarat.
Ekta Mathasuriya (2019 passport, Rank 40) and Jay Patel (2018 passport)
with Rank 23 are selected as Deputy Executive Engineers, Class-II in Roads &
Building (R&B) Department, Government of Gujarat.
Kalpit Patel (Rank 33), Krina Rathod (Rank 120), Ritesh Patel (Rank 180),
Hardik Gadhe (Rank 240), and Vishal Parmar (Rank 274) from the 2019
passout batch are selected as Assistant Engineers, Class-II, Irrigation
Department, Government of Gujarat.
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EXPERIENCE SHARING

As COVID-19 cases spike in back at the months of April 2021, a new facility, named
Dhanvantari Covid Hospital (DCH) at Gujarat University Convention Centre, has been set up by
Education Department, Government of Gujarat in association with DRDO.
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, four faculty members from the Civil Engineering
Department, namely Prof Pradeep P Lodha, Prof Ketan L Timani, Prof Girish D Jagad, and Prof
Bhagyesh C Contractor, were nominated to serve duty at DCH from the hospital's inception.
Various responsibilities were assigned, such as procurement and management of oxygen,
sanitization, cleanliness, security, food management and so on. Our faculty members did their
best to help the people despite their lack of hospital management experience.

Prof. Bhagyesh C. Contractor shares his experience of Covid-19 Duty at DCH

Ever Since childhood, I am interested in helping people and doing social work. The education
department had given me the opportunity to express my interest in working with Corona
patients. Dr Nilay N. Bhuptani, Principal-VGEC, Dr Sachin Parikh, Joint Director-CTE, Dr Pradeep
P. Lodha, Coordinator-Civil Department, and Dr Ketan L Timani supervised my work there. I
also collaborated and coordinated with a large number of other faculty members who were
assigned to DCH.
My duty was critical during the last two weeks of the month of April 2021, as the number of
corona patients increased rapidly and there was a shortage of oxygen and medical services.
Our team worked tirelessly to make ourselves available 24x7 to DCH. Despite the fact that the
environment was challenging and stressful, I was enjoying my duty because serving the people
gave me self-gratification. We were a little more at ease at the end of May 2021, as the number
of corona cases gradually decreased. Following that, the medical officers assumed full control
of the DCH in early June’ 2021. We all learnt a variety of hospital management skills. We all did
our best to keep DCH run smoothly. If I ever have the opportunity to serve the community, I
will be overjoyed.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES

An Expert lecture on “Opportunities in Lean start-up and Minimum Viable White
Cement based Value - Added Product” was organised by Civil Engineering Department under
IIC and in association with SSIP E-cell, VGEC on 21 June 2021. The expert lecture was delivered
by Mr Pavan Sethi, Zonal head, JK white cement, Mumbai. A total of 181 students and faculty
had participated in this expert talk. The expert discussed various white cement-based products
and gave information related to their manufacturing, advantages, disadvantages, properties,
application, cautions etc. Some products that were covered were white cement, wall cement
putty, white cement-based primer, tile adhesives, epoxy grouts, cement-based repair max etc.
The expert lecture was coordinated by Prof. B. C. Contractor & Prof. M. V. Chauhan.
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The Civil Engineering Department hosted a GUJCOST-DST sponsored One-week online STTP
on “Wastewater Treatment Efficiency and Management” from April 26, 2021 to April 30,
2021. This STTP had a total of 15 sessions. The experts were the eminent personalities from
CPCB, GPCB, NEERI, NIT and industries. Total there were 30 participants comprising of faculty
from Government of Gujarat, Post Graduate students and individuals from the industries. It
mainly focused on new treatment processes and technologies used for the treatment of
wastewater. It also threw light on wastewater treatment efficiencies of various treatment units
of the effluent treatment plant. The training program was coordinated by Prof. Ami N. Dave
and co-coordinated by Prof. D. R. Rawat. Despite the certain limitations resulting due to Covid19, this STTP was a complete success with a unique experience.
The Civil Engineering department in association with SSIP E-cell, VGEC had organised the
Webinar on “Engineering to Entrepreneurship” on February 6, 2021. The expert of this
webinar was Mr Ankur Malik, Director K.D Campus. Total 88 students and faculties had
participated in the webinar. The speaker spoke about Indian Government Schemes and
Supports for New Idea - Innovation Promotion Schemes - Funding Supports, World Level
Opportunities Support for New Idea & Innovation. This webinar was coordinated by Prof. B. C.
Contractor and Prof. M. V. Chauhan.

GREETINGS TO THE NEWEST MEMBERS OF THE
VGEC ALUMNI GROUP!
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May God bless you and fulfill your dreams and make this world a better place. Hope you
always stay true to yourself and make everyone proud! Adios!
Your journey of graduating college is unique and it’s a part of a historical event, and we are
proud of you for coming so far. We are proud that you kept moving forward and remained
persistent. We hope it was fun and you have lots of experience to share. It’s always been hard
to say bye but “Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end.”-Semisonic
It was a great experience to get associated with you! Good luck with your bright future. May
you get blessed with a bright future!
One chapter of your life is over and another has started which will have its own challenges
and adventures just like a movie. This is your movie and you are the main character, Go ahead
and write a great story!
Best wishes for the journey ahead.
Goodbye and WELCOME to the VGEC ALUMNI GROUP!

ALUMNI BLOG
The effort of trying to sum it up, these vast and vivid four years into
a page feels wrong. From entering through the main gate on the very
first day, having not a single similar face in front of us to leaving
behind a massive piece of our heart, this journey remains deeply
endeavoured in our lives. From bering a bunch of idiot friends who
tagged along we became brothers. Supportive seniors, Aspiring
juniors, great faculties, even excellent security and maintenance staff
we got it all

Shubham Bhaskar
(2021 passout)

The truth is, we came here to learn engineering and along the way
we learned the art of living. The civil department was my home and
each one of its members was my family. I have never encountered
such faculties who are so supportive and have great knowledge!
Their guidance was always a bliss. From lots of exams to loads of
assignments, from practicals to field experiments, also from the class
bunks to the cricket matches, this was the life I lived for the last four
years and I will always be grateful!

" इन ग लय म स ाटा है, द वार पे बाते छोड़ जा रहे है।
साथ हमारा यही तक था, तोफेम कुछ याद छोड़ जा रहे है। "
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Being a student in VGEC was a wonderful experience for me.
Faculties are very helpful and knowledgeable and most of them used
to teach us in dual language (Gujarati-English) so that everybody can
understand the topics and language doesn’t become a barrier in
learning for outsider as well as local students. Faculties are always
open to doubts and discussions. VGEC being a govt college, our tuition
fee was very low and affordable for everyone yet we got all the
facilities a student can aspire of like hostels, good library, laboratories,
classrooms with projectors, sports ground, badminton court, Mess
Arnab Biswas
etc. Also College Techfest, annual sports meet, study tours, projects
(2018 passout)
and class presentations also helped in our overall development a lot.
Students of Civil Department will get ample time and guidance from faculties to prepare for competitive exams too like GATE, GPSC AE, ESE, etc. so that they can
become Engineers, Lecturers, etc. or pursue higher studies as well.
Overall, in my four years of college, the friends I made, the knowledge and experience I
gained from my faculties will be remembered by me for my whole life as good memories.

I would like to begin with expressing my gratitude towards VGEC for
playing such a pivotal role in my life. I am currently working in
Welspun group as a key account manager, this college has guided me
immensely & has acted as a foundation to pave my carrier ahead. The
resilience, patience & drive that I have learnt from my professors here
have helped me further in doing my MBA & achieve more stable &
focused living.
I appreciate & treasure the support & aim to live up to the legacy of
being VGECian.

Megha Bharati
(2016 passout)

Like Branches of a Tree our Lives may Grow in Different Directions,
yet out Roots remain as One.
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ARTICLE CORNER
Mr. Ford and mass production
Yes! Mr Ford is the person whom you thinking about, from where the name Ford came from.
He is known as Henry Ford, the founder of Ford – a well-known automobile company. Ford is
one of the most successful companies all over the world mostly in America and Britain. Well!
there is a tale that Henry Ford has built American economy stronger! Read how?
With Henry Ford’s car model T which was his 20th model in 25 years, Ford achieved a big
achievement. That was with this model Ford started the first mass production company in the
entire motor vehicle industry. Let me clear there were the companies doing mass production,
but no one could achieve the rate which Ford achieved.
But, the key to mass production wasn’t the moving or continuous assembly line. Rather it
was the complete and consistent interchangeability of parts and the simplicity of attaching
them to each other. These were the manufacturing innovations that made the assembly line
possible.
To achieve interchangeability, Ford insisted that the same gauging system be used for every
part all the way through the entire manufacturing process. Previously, each part had been
made to a slightly different gauge, so it took too much time also was economically expensive.
So, ford was benefited from recent advances in the machine tools able to work on prehardened metals. This idea solved warping problem, now ford was able to develop innovative
designs that reduce the number of parts needed and made these parts easy to attach. As an
example, ford’s four-cylinder engine block consisted of a single, complex casting (just two or
three parts). But their competitors cast each cylinder separately and bolted the four together,
which is time taking and complex process.
Taken together interchangeability, simplicity and ease of attachments gave Ford tremendous
advantage over his competition.
In 1908, on the eve of the introduction of the model T, a ford’s assembler’s average task cycle
totaled 514 minutes or 8.56 hours. Quite more, nah? Each worker would assemble a large part
of a car before moving on the to the next. Actually, there were shifts of 8 hours exact. So, ford
had to pay every worker more salary for his 0.56 hour’s overtime every day. The
assemblers/fitters performed the same set of activities over and over at their stationary
assembly stands. They had to get the necessary parts, file them down so they would fit, them
bolt them in place. Let me remind, ford hadn’t achieved perfect interchangeability of parts.

So, when did it achieved? and how?
The first step ford took to make this process more efficient was to deliver the parts to each
work station. Later in 1908, when ford finally achieved perfect part interchangeability. He
decided that the assembler would perform only one task and move from vehicle repeating
around the assembly hall. By August of 1913, just before moving assembly line was introduced
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the task cycle was reduced from 514 minutes to 2.3 minutes. Imagine how the productivity
would be increased? As I already told workers had to work on only one process all the day. So,
they could perform faster (doing one thing every day makes you master in doing this!), but also
because all filing and adjusting of parts had now been eliminated.
Here comes time to introduce moving assembly line! Ford’s stroke genius in the spring of
1913, at his new highland park plant in Detroit, was the introduction of moving assembly line,
which brought the car past the stationary worker. Wait, What about the task cycle? It was
reduced from 2.3 minutes to 1.19 minutes!
In the early 1920s, ford reached the peak production volume of 2 million identical vehicles a
year, the new generation’s working method was not the same and efficient also. It resulted
that one time came when ford had to sell a part of its motor company (land rover and jaguar),
bought by an Indian lose making company of that time Tata motors!

Dhruv Patel
(Semester-2)

Duties that no one told us about!
I am sure you know by now that climate change is real and every natural disaster is the cause
of actions done by mankind. And I am also sure that you think that the things you can do to
change this are hard and practically impossible for you. For e.g., Planting trees, or stop using
polluting vehicles, and banning plastic etc. These are really big commitments to make and I
don’t think anyone is ready for it!
What if I tell you there are small things you can do to contribute towards a healthier world?
Here is the list:
1. Use bamboo or eco-friendly toothbrushes.
2. Consider buying cruelty free products/cosmetics.
3. Reduce use of one time use plastic/products.
4. Refill pen instead of buying a new one.
5. Walk or take bicycle when you have to go to nearby places.
6. Fix dripping taps in your house.
7. Buy clothes only when you need them.
Basically, reduce using things that harm nature in any way, shape or form.
If you are wondering why I wrote about clothes than read ahead!
Because clothes are coloured with dye and this dye is made of chemicals. Not only does the
making of dye harm nature its disposal does too. Also, a t-shirt can take 2700 litres of water to
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produce the cotton needed to make a single t-shirt. This is the unseen or “virtual water” we
consume every day! So next time when you are at a shop buying clothes think about it, Do you
Really need them?

KrishnaSolanki
(Semester-5)

CREATIVE CORNER

Krishna Solanki

Nida Kadri

(Semester-5)
Water color drawing

(2021 Pass out)
Canvas painting

Making the simple complicated is commonplace; making the
complicated simple, awesomely simple, that's creativity.
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Khushi Mahajan

Hetvi Shah

(Semester-5)
Perspective drawing with pen

(Semester-5)
Pencil Shading

Hardi Bhatt

Yuvraj Vaghela

(Semester-2)
Free hand mandala art

(Semester-7)
Photograph of
Indian Roller - Neelkanth
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Kavya Prajapati
(Semester-5)
Heartfelt Poem

FACULTY NEWSLETTER COORDINATOR
PROF. DHRITI R. RAWAT
STUDENT NEWSLETTER COORDINATOR
rd
KRISHNA SOLANKI (3 YEAR)
th
AMAN SHAH (4 YEAR)
DESIGNER
rd

SATISHKUMAR PATEL (3

YEAR, ELECTRICAL)
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